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11:00 h Registration12:00 h - 13:00 h Networking lunch 13:00 h - 13:15 h Welcome and opening CommentsMichael Bock, Commercial Director, CDWAdam Dennison, Editor, CIO; SVP/ General Manager, IDG Events1:15 pm - 2:00 pm The future of work, and Environment Top Management expects you to create Ryan Estis, business
performance expert and ChangeAs agent our workforce and clients evolve, the management approach to effective leadership is being transformed. Traditional command and control leadership is giving way to a more connected, collaborative and flexible approach to people management and performance. To maximize employee
engagement and satisfaction, raise productivity and drive business growth, senior management expect IT leaders to explore progressive techniques and technologies that meet the continually expanding needs of the current knowledge worker. Join us for this session to learn about global workforce trends, understand how IT leaders can
embrace and lead change, discover four key leadership skills for progressive IT leaders, and listen to case studies on how leading companies have built a winning work culture powered by technology.2:00 pm - 2:30 pm Recipes for success in the future of WorkTom DeCoster, VP, Integrated Service Sales, CDWFueled for the rapid
advancement of digital platforms, today's workforce and workspaces continue to evolve and adapt to maximize innovation, productivity, teamwork and speed. Join us for this session to learn how some organizations are addressing current trends in where current workplace technologies are directed and why they are critical to success in
today's innovation and the team-driven business environment.2:30 pm - 3:00 pm Networking BreakAsk experts at CDW's Bring IT On area during the break. The answer to your challenge could be here on the site!3:00 pm – 3:25 pm. Modernization of the workforce and workplace for Digital FutureJay Ferro, CIO, The QUIKRETE
CompaniesAdam Dennison, Publisher, CIO; SVP/General Manager, IDG EventsFounded in 1940 in Columbus, Ohio, The QUIKRETE Companies is the largest manufacturer of packaged concrete and cement blends in North America, and an innovative leader in the home construction and improvement industries. As a family business,
the organization experienced substantial growth over the decades and now operates hundreds of plants on two continents, but needed to overcome processes in a culture we have always done in this way. To compete in the current digital business environment, the company chose to appoint its first IOC that could lead through not only
technological transformation, but the cultural journey it requires. Join us for this session to listen to your lessons learned from reorienting organization, requalification and hiring through the workforce and workplace, and where QUIKRETE has done on its way to stabilize, improve and transform. 15:45 - 16:30 h. Cognitive collaboration: The
next frontier in team dynamics and productivityLawrence Tanguilig, Architect of Technical Solutions, CiscoBusiness needs to keep adjusting, and so do the forms of work. By creating a better work experience for employees, organizations allow them to focus and be productive in the mission at hand. Join us for this session to understand
how meeting and team dynamics are changing and how organizations can be ahead of users' needs by harnessing cognitive collaboration. As KPI analysis improves the Always On experience of an organizationPaul Riebock, director, Federal Government and main accounts, NetMotionToday's mobile workforce needs and expects the
same experience as its network-connected peers. And to generate revenue, organizations are increasingly relying on the reliability and stability of key applications and device adoption. Join us for this session to understand how statistical analysis of key performance indicators (KPIs) can ensure that the experience always in an
organization is delivered regardless of network, application or device.4:30 pm - 5:30 pm Free time5:30 pm - 7:00 pm Network reception on IT ShowcaseGrab a cocktail and network with SummIT attendees and partners. Do not miss the opportunity to ask the experts in the Bring IT On area of CDW! 8:00 am - 9:00 am Networking breakfast
with discussion tables In relation to your fellow executives in meaningful discussions. Choose a topic and share how it works in your organization or learn from others about what's working for them, such as: Integrative collaboration tools for the digital workplaceSecuring the Digital WorkplaceModernizing the Network for the Digital
WorkplaceAdapting to Increasing Remote Worker VolumeBest Practices in End-Point Management9:00 am - 9:15 am WelcomeAdam Dennison, Editor, CIO; SVP/General Manager, IDG Events9:15 - 9:45 am Why effective collaboration is a critical business NeedJason James, CIO, Optima Healthcare SolutionsAdam Dennison, Editor,
CIO; SVP/General Manager, IDG EventsOptima Healthcare Solutions provides clinical, operational and cloud-based billing solutions for contract therapy companies, qualified nursing facilities (SNFs), assisted living facilities (ALFs), outpatient therapy practices and hospice organizations. When IOC Jason James joined the organization two
years ago, he not only discovered many challenges, but turned them into opportunities. For example, it faced activity time problems, which are not acceptable for a company that produces an app for two million patients. In addition, key people and workforce roles were missing. The transformative journey of the organization to become a
technologically more advanced organization requires modernizing and transforming TECHNOLOGIES addressing culture, skill and ensuring that employees have adequate training, and making innovation part of next generation DNA. Joining us for this session to see why they recognize the ability to collaborate more effectively is a
business necessity, and that their focus is not on where employees work, but allowing them to do their job wherever they are.9:45 - 10:30 am to allow employees to do their best WorkPresented by AppleBusinesses everywhere they are embracing mobile technologies. Join us for this session to hear how companies are modernizing their
environment and establishing flexibility for employees through their own options with technologies.10:30 - 11:00 am Networking BreakGrab some coffees and refreshments, along with the opportunity to compare notes with their peers. Do not miss the opportunity to ask the experts in the Bring IT On area of CDW!11:00 - 11:45 h The
benefits of modernizing with a Mobile Architecture FirstTim Canfield, Systems Engineer Manager, the Aruba Networks Today template is agile and expects mobility, choice and simplicity. Employers expect efficiency of trust and productivity. And we all look forward to custom tools, apps and spaces. But the Frankenstein networks used by
organizations have become difficult to manage. Security and security have become elusive. And the organization expects a rapid provision of new services. How do organizations face these challenges? Many organizations are finding success with a first mobile architecture. Join us for this session to find out how this next-gen approach is
simple, autonomous and secure. The Digital Workspace: Breaking Through Traditional IT to Improve Business OutcomesGordy Wyatt, Director, EUC Partner Sales, VMwareThe workplace and workforce are changing, and with them the quality of the experiences of employees and customers is increasing at the top of organizational
priorities. Apps and people - combined with where and how employees work - are mixing to drive this technology-enabled transformation. To compete as large or small organizations, today's companies are positioning themselves to stay ahead of the curve by identifying new business results, workflows, and how technology can afford
them. Join us to hear how organizations are embracing the digital workspace to ultimately provide better experiences for employees and customers.11:45 - 12:45 pm Networking lunch with discussion tablesWork with their fellow executives in meaningful discussions. Choose a topic and share how it works in your organization -- or learn
from others about what's on per a ells, incloent:Integrant eines de col·laboració per al lloc de treball digitalSecuring the Digital WorkplaceModernizing the Network for the Digital WorkplaceAdapting to Increasing Remote Worker VolumeBest Practices in End-Point Management12:45 pm - 1:15 pm Building Building Future workplace When
IT skills are ScarceJay Ferro, IOC, QUIKRETEJason James, CIO, Optima Healthcare SolutionsAdam Dennison, Editor, IOC; SVP/General Manager, IDG EventsAccording to IDG's 2019 State of the IOC research, IT organizations continue to experience it skills shortages led by data science/analysis, security, AI/machine learning, cloud



services/integration, IoT and more. And according to the IDG 2019 Digital Business survey, CIOs report a lack of staff and/or correct skill sets as the third biggest obstacle to achieving success with digital business initiatives. How do OIs face these challenges? What skill sets should IT equipment be adopted and acquired? And what
personnel strategies are working? Join us for this discussion as we address these questions and more.1:15 pm - 1:30 pm Wrap Up Observations Michael Bock, sales director, CDW1:30 pm Departures agenda subject to change. A meeting schedule is a list of topics you want to address at an upcoming business meeting. If you plan your
meeting schedule in advance instead of trying to turn it around, you'll #039 long, drawn and unproductive sessions. Type your agenda and distribute it to attendees in advance, or at the start of the meeting if necessary, to make sure everyone is on the same page. Determine one or three main goals that you want to achieve as a result of
this meeting. For example, Start an ad campaign for next week. This will help guide you as you schedule the agenda. Decide the start time and end time of the meeting, as well as the location for participants to plan accordingly. List key developments, issues, projects, news and upcoming events related to your business that you want to
submit to the meeting. List the key people who will attend, their roles, and the reports or information that you want these people to share when they meet. Start the agenda of meetings with procedures, including an opening statement, the introduction of attendees to the key meeting and the reading of minutes of the last meeting, if
applicable. Explain the order of information you want to present and discuss during the meeting, based on your lists in steps 1 and 2. List each person in charge of presenting the topic. Type an estimate of the time you'll spend on each topic next to each item on the agenda, if you're #039 worried about meeting time constraints. For
example, Advertising Focus Discussion, presented by Sam Smith marketing (20 minutes). Tips Use a text processing program to format your meeting agenda. Some also offer agenda templates that you can use for this purpose (see Resources). human resources). human beings).
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